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After the downing of MH17 on July 17 an 
ongoing discussion about the shootdown of an 
AN26 in the social media immideately got 
mixed up with the news about a downed plane 
(see Tweets left). 
 
The news about another downed AN26 spread 
across the platforms and reached the 
worldwide media. 
 
The same message was first repeated by the 
info platform “strelkov-info” and later deleted. 
 
The included warning “don’t fly in our sky” and 
the act of deletion was immediately and 
excessively used by anti-russian propaganda 
enthusiasts and interpreted as an admission of 
guilt. 
 
Nevertheless, it was the pro-Kiev channel 
UA_Ridna_Vilna that initally mixed up the news 
of a downed plane and the AN26 what became 
a downed AN26 on July 17 just 10 minutes after 
MH17 was hit. 



 

 

 

 

  

The message includes two video links leading to the VK account of Natalya Natalya. 
Both videos also linked the a YouTube source. 

 
left video link right video link 

  

 
 

re-uploaded 14:13 UTC 
from 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=48YlDSVFVMI 

re-uploaded 14:20 UTC 
from 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JhUkqs9CQ0w 

The information about the original YouTube 
video “48YlDSVFVMI” is lost.  
 

The YouTube video „JhUkqs9CQ0w“ was 
uploaded by “Mariasaivon” who is a member of 
the VK-group “club61259467”. 
 



Nevertheless, it was linked in the Tohub-Tweet 
at 13:49 UTC. 
 

 

 
The VK-group „club61259467” (О наболевшем) indeed linked both videos. 

 
The left video was watermarked with the name 
of the VK-group and uploaded at 13:54 UTC. 
The description to the watermarked video 
linked the YouTube source “4-hLTSxZhc8”. 
 

 
 

 

The right video was linked by Egor Yakovlev in 
the first comment on the left video without the 
watermark of the group and shortly after 13:54 
UTC. 

 
 

 
 

 
The linked YouTube source “4-hLTSxZhc8” was 
uploaded just seconds earlier by “Mariasaivon” 
of the VK-group „club61259467” (О 
наболевшем). Obviously the YouTube source 
“4-hLTSxZhc8” is not the original video but a re-
upload of the lost original “48YlDSVFVMI”. 
 

Egor Yakovlev also uploaded both videos (both 
without watermark) to his VK-account.  

 

https://web.archive.org/web/20140718040217/https:/vk.com/club61259467
https://vk.com/videos26523934
https://web.archive.org/web/20140718040217/https:/vk.com/club61259467
https://web.archive.org/web/20140718040217/https:/vk.com/club61259467
https://vk.com/videos26523934


 

 
 
The video “сбили только что“ (right video of 
the strelkov_info message) appears to be the 
original. 
The video “В Торезе сбили самолет“ (left video 
of the strelkov_info message) is a re-upload of 
original YouTube video “48YlDSVFVMI”. 

  

Egor Yakovlev re-uploaded the original 
“48YlDSVFVMI” at 13:43 UTC. 
 

 

https://vk.com/video26523934_169268615 

 

Egor Yakovlev uploaded the original “сбили 
только что“ at 13:47 UTC. 

 
 

https://vk.com/video26523934_169268636  

 

According to „MH17 Primer Videos” the author 
of the left video is Tscherepacha Trotilla 
(Черепаха Тротилла). 

According to „MH17 Primer Videos” the author 
of the right video is Pjotr Kaminski aka Djadja 
Petja (Дядя Петя).  
 

https://vk.com/video26523934_169268615
https://vk.com/video26523934_169268636
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC3wkDE-jMamRF-QC-l7B0lQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCZ8IGrKrnZPjt_V_W0f4aBA


  

 
 

 
Tscherepacha Trotilla uploaded the video at 
16:01 UTC and therefore more than 3 hours 
later than Egor Yakovlev re-uploaded the 
allegedly original “48YlDSVFVMI”.  
 

Djadja Petja uploaded the video at 14:37 UTC 
and therefore 50 minutes later than Egor 
Yakovlev.  



 

 

 
The news about a Boeing-777 was spread after 15:03 UTC by InfoResist and D. Tymchuk.  
 

https://www.facebook.com/dmitry.tymchuk/posts/52921
3913873935 

 

 

 
 

at 15:05 UTC reported InfoResist a Boeing 777 

https://twitter.com/ystriya/status/489789897008750592 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/dmitry.tymchuk/posts/529213913873935
https://www.facebook.com/dmitry.tymchuk/posts/529213913873935
https://twitter.com/ystriya/status/489789897008750592


 
 
The only earlier message about a downed Boeing-777 is the title of the re-uploaded video by Djadja 
Petya.  
 

 
 
Probably he changed the title of the video some 
hours after upload. On July 18 the video title 
already included “Boeing-777”  
 

 

 

  
  
 


